
2011 Preliminary Class Descriptions

Precision Planing
David Charlesworth
Sound joinery is impossible without tried and true surfaces. In his typical style, David Charlesworth has de-

achievable by machine.

Sharpening with David Charlesworth
David Charlesworth

David has refused to rely on historical dogma and has instead forged a new way of sharpening tools that is as 
effective as it is fast and simple.

The Secret of the Rising Dovetail 

-

-
let.

-



-

transition between surfaces and furniture parts. Charles uses both power tools and hand tools to create furniture 

Saddling a Seat 

-

chair, stool or bench project.

Peter Follansbee

Carving Chests with Peter Follansbee 
Peter Follansbee
Some of the most beautiful and elemental carving ever executed in this country was by joiners in 17th-century 
New England. Peter Follansbee, the joiner at Plimoth Plantation, demonstrates how the seemingly complex 

Peter Follansbee



sharpen your own saws after a single demonstration by this master house carpenter and joiner.

Combination Planes

single tool that replaced a toolbox of iron and beech moulding planes.

longer.  

joints during the session.

-
dale shows you the basics of designing and building the iconic shoji. plus you will be able see examples of shoji 



-
ed) furniture forms, and joinery.

You cannot hope to build projects that are stable, durable and beautiful unless you understand the properties of 

order)

that is unmatched.



that should never be reproduced.

that are simple and astonishingly complex.

Robin Lee

its successful line of planes through the eyes of company president Robin Lee.

Thomas Lie-Nielsen

-
ishingly higher level than many original. Thomas Lie-Nielsen, the founder of the tool company than bears his 

-

them apart piece-by-piece before your eyes.

modern mattresses.

-



compartments and how to incorporate them into your furniture projects.

Cheating at Dovetails

-

Challenge class.

Your First Dovetails

-

shop.

The Mitered-Shoulder Dovetail

If you can cut through-dovetails, then you can easily learn how to cut this dressier form of the joint that has 



12 Rules for Traditional Tool Chests

Modern tool chests and storage units are a poor substitute for a real, well-made traditional tool chest. Editor 

overcome them and what to practice. Learn to build your next project on your computer, and head to the shop 

Need a description
Friday and Saturday

The Power of Plywood

Steve Shanesy

Steve Shanesy

are made and pressed, what materials to use from substrates to glues. It will also discuss and show by example 


